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Girl With No Job: The Crazy Beautiful Life of an Instagram Thirst MonsterGallery Books, 2021

	The instant New York Times bestseller and laugh-out-loud look at pop culture and social media stardom from one of the most popular funemployed millennials today, perfect for fans of Give Them Lala and The Betches.

	

	As the creator of the breakout Instagram account @GirlWithNoJob, Claudia Oshry has...
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Modern Control Technology: Components and SystemsThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
Modern Control Technology: Components and Systems, 2nd Edition provides an introduction to automatic control systems and components that is both comprehensive and up-to-date. Logically organized, this book takes the reader on a journey through a control system. Each chapter examines a different functional part, followed by discussion of control...
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Maya 8: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Maya is not only one of the most powerful 3D software packages available, it’s one of the most complicated. The possibilities are as limitless as the paths to get to them. This maze of tools can be very difficult to traverse for those looking to begin “high-end 3D” work. I think your guides, Tom and Shin, will make this journey...
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Foundations of C++/CLI: The Visual C++ Language for .NET 3.5 (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2008
Foundations of C++/CLI: The Visual C++ Language for .NET 3.5 introduces C++/CLI, Microsoft’s extensions to the C++ syntax that allow you to target the common language runtime, the key to the heart of the .NET Framework 3.5. This book gives you a small, fast–paced primer that will kick–start your journey into the world of...
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Introduction to DevOps with Chocolate, LEGO and Scrum GameApress, 2017

	
		Discover a role-based simulation game designed to introduce DevOps in a very unusual way. Working with LEGO and chocolate, using avatars, personas, and role cards, you will gain an understanding of the Dev and Ops roles as well as their interdependencies. Throughout the game, players go through a range of emotions and learn to expand...
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Oracle8i DBA: Architecture & Administration Certification BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
This book delivers comprehensive coverage of exam objectives, presented according to Oracle's certification guide. Because Oracle's exam scoring provides section scores according to exact objectives, this organization of the book allows you to refocus. Each exam objective is covered in a chapter complete with self-assessment opportunities. Four...
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A Journey towards Patient-Centered Healthcare Quality: Patients, Families and Caregivers, Voices of TransformationSpringer, 2019

	
		
			
				This book provides valuable insight into emerging trends in healthcare delivery; patient, family and caregiver engagement and the intersection of the two. It is unique in that it not only incorporates patient’s voice but provides context in the application of patients’ families and caregivers in...
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BPEL and Java CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written by an SOA guru to help you orchestrate web services, the 100 recipes in this book will make integrating Java and BPEL a smooth process. Using the examples you'll avoid common problems and learn sophisticated techniques.


	Overview

	
		Easy-to-understand recipes for integrating Java and BPEL

...
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Yoga and Multiple Sclerosis: A Journey to Health and HealingDemos Medical Publishing, 2007

	Yoga for people with multiple sclerosis? Absolutely! Today, people with a wide range of medical problems use yoga successfully. Because of its emphasis on relaxation, breathing, and deliberate movement, it can be especially beneficial for individuals dealing with a neurologic disease like multiple sclerosis.


	Yoga and Multiple...
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It Tolls For Thee: A guide to celebrating and reclaiming the end of lifeWatkins Publishing, 2021

	A funeral celebrant's story about how celebrating death, and creating personalised space for grief, can enrich lives and give meaning to death.

	

	After a close encounter with death, Tom Morton realised he needed a change of pace and perspective. He decided to become the only independent funeral celebrant on the...
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Light in the Darkness: Black Holes, the Universe, and UsHarper Perennial, 2022

	
		The International Bestseller

	
		On April 10, 2019, award-winning astrophysicist Heino Falcke presented the first image ever captured of a black hole at an international press conference—a turning point in astronomy that Science magazine called the scientific breakthrough of the year. That photo was...
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The Confident Student (Available Titles Coursemate)Wadsworth Publishing, 2010

	Thank you for choosing Th e Confi dent Student, Seventh Edition. Th is book is special for several reasons. It has grown with the times to refl ect pedagogical changes, technological advancements, and students’ needs. Yet Th e Confi dent Student’s core values of individual responsibility and confi dence through accomplishment...
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